RAPPORT POINTS
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SPECIAL FACTOR

HOME LIFE

IN-CLASS

SPECIAL FACTOR

Situation Cards
A Ignore it and give attention to
other students
B Acknowledge the student, and ask
others to chime in

D Give the student a special role in
discussions

Fill up the two zones leading up to the start line with
Rapport chips according to how many players are playing
the game.
For one-player games, fill one lane. For two-player games,
fill two, and so on.

SITUATION

B

C Tell the student to focus

SETUP
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Student often
goes off topic
during class
discussions
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SITUATION

SITUATION
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SITUATION
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-1
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B

This could go either way. Flip a coin.

-2

-1

+1

+2

-1
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D

Short Term: Student is put on the spot and embarrassed
Long Term: Student feels more reluctant to participate

-2

-1

+1

Student often
goes off topic
during class
discussions

+2

Short Term: Student puts the homework away
immediately
Long Term: Because the incident was handled quickly,
class proceeds as normal

Smile: Student puts homework away
Frown: Student is too focused and doesn't notice you

C

-2

RAPPORT POINTS
START

Student
Persona
Card

-2

+2

A Ignore it and give attention to
other students
B Acknowledge the student, and ask
others to chime in
C Tell the student to focus
D Give the student a special role in
discussions

Short Term: Student feels panic/resent over not having
their homework
Long Term: Students think that you make a big deal out
of small things

EXCELLENT

If below this line, -1

POOR

Student Trait Cards

If below this line, +1

(back)
Full setup for a 4-person game

Voting Cards

Keep the cards in their respective piles off the boards.
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SCORE BOARD

C D

Rapport Board set up for a 3-player game

Distribute voting cards to each player, and give the
leader marker to one player. The chip will rotate after
each turn.
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Discussion
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DISCUSSION
LEADER

A

STUDENT

How you decide to deal with them affects your relationship
with your students. How much rapport can you gain? What
can you learn from your peers? These are the primary
objectives of the game.

A Classroom Management Game

LURN
Build your student, assess the situation,
& work together to find the best
solution and gain rapport!

C D

Build your student, assess the situation,
& work together to find the best
solution and gain rapport!
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A Classroom Management Game
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Rapport Point
Chips

In this collaborative game, you play the role of rookie
teachers in a classroom. As time goes on, you face many
student management dilemmas.
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1-4 players
1 hour
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HOW TO PLAY

1. Choose someone to be the first Discussion
Leader and give them the Leader Card.

SCORING Scores are calculated individually, and then collected for

HOW THE There are two win conditions, and two losing conditions.
GAME ENDS Your team wins if...

placement on the board. To calculate your score, match the
voting card you placed to the back of the situation card.

2. The Discussion Leader draws one card from
each student-trait decks and one student
persona card.

• The chips reach the side of the game board labeled
“Excellent”

Here’s an example:

• Your team works through all the cards and you have
more rapport points than where you started

3. Discuss what the student might be like.
4. Draw a situation card. The Discussion Leader
reads it aloud.
5. Discuss how each strategy might affect your
rapport with the imagined student and the entire
class. Then vote using the voting cards.
6. Once your answers are finalized, flip the
situation card to see the answers and reasonings
of the scoring.
7. Each player scores his own answer and places
rapport chips on the board. Points are calculated
collectively. Each row of the rapport board should
be completely filled before moving on to the next.
8. Put the student-trait cards and the situation
card aside, and pass the Leader chip to the player
to the right and begin the next round.

• If your team enters the accelerator territories near
the “poor” or “excellent” ends of the board, add or
subtract an additional point from the total score
when placing rapport chips.

Your team loses if...
Here, you’ll have to flip a coin. Match the
coin flip result to the card to determine
your score.

A

-2

-1

+1

+2

This score applies to all students
regardless of their traits.

B

This could go either way. Flip a coin.

-2

-1

+1

+2

Short Term: Student is put on the spot and embarrassed
Long Term: Student feels more reluctant to participate

If your student has a trait indicated, score
accordingly. Otherwise, the blue box
applies to all other students.

-1

+1

+2

Short Term: Student puts the homework away
immediately
Long Term: Because the incident was handled quickly,
class proceeds as normal

Smile: Student puts homework away
Frown: Student is too focused and doesn't notice you

C

-2

D

-2

-1

+1

+2

Short Term: Student feels panic/resent over not having
their homework
Long Term: Students think that you make a big deal out
of small things

Certain traits apply here. If your student
has more than one of these traits, score
them cumulatively.

• The chips reach the side of the game board labeled
“Poor”
• Your team works through all the cards and you have less
than or the same rapport points as where you started

FAQS How should I think about the points on the back?

You should think of them in terms of rapport. Rapport
may be gained by returning the situation to normal,
but it also matters how the students perceive your
actions.
How were the strategies scored?
They were heavily discussed and researched among
the game design team. In addition to online research,
a veteran teacher was consulted.
Do my individual points matter?
They matter because they give you a sense of how
successful your strategies avre. They also factor into
the group’s total rapport.
Should I try to persuade fellow players of my point
of view?
Since your total rapport is how you win the game, it
will help if you contribute your point of view. It may
open your teammates’ eyes to another dimension
of the student-situation! Also, the main points of this
game are to have fun and learn from each other.

